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ABSTRACT
Every banking customer is exposed to electronic banking
terminal fraud due to non-repudiation with existing
model. Currently, security status like Password, PIN,
OTP, etc are been compromised and has proved not to be
100% safe. We integrated the Hitachi H1 FV scanner to
our application to act as a deterrent for any form of
transaction. A Proto-Type water tight secured banking
application was designed using ArgoUML and VISUAL
STUDIO TOOLS alongside HeidiSQL. The vein
authentication is the last security protocol check before
transaction access is authorized (credit and debit
transaction) on any customers account. Our
implementation proved that each of a person‟s finger
vein are totally different from each other, no one finger
could authenticate for another finger. Finger vein
biometric authentication security proved to be the safest
method to enhance electronic banking security system.
Our design is a panacea to local and global money
laundering.
Keywords: Electronic banking, Non-repudiation,
Biometric, Finger vein, Hitachi H1 FV Scanner.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electronic Banking can be defined as a bank account
maintained by computer and telecommunications links
rather than physical transfer of cash or other banking
instruments. Electronic banking can also be seen as
banking transactions conducted through computerized
systems, as electronic transfer by ATM, POS or Online
terminal.
Globally, the banking sector has embraced the numerous
advantages electronic banking has got to offer which has
successfully phased out completely, the manual
operational (book keeping) type of banking which
existed hitherto now.
Indeed, electronic banking has made banking more easy
and interesting since self-banking is also encouraged via
online platform. This has also left loopholes at all 4
transaction terminals such as Brick and Mortar (B&M),

Automated Teller Machine (ATM), Point of Sale (PoS)
and Online, with which fraud has been easily perpetrated
leaving many victims frustrated and scared of electronic
banking channels.
With the advent of biometric detection technology into
electronic banking, which is a form of security using
biological characteristics of a person to authenticate the
real ownership of a customer‟s account, the rate of efraud will be drastically reduced if not eliminated
completely. The use of finger print biometric has been
proved to be reliable in crime detection and even more
reliable is the finger vein biometric which this work is
based on. Finger vein biometric is a contactless image
capture by a specialized scanner that can capture the
image view of veins on a finger which is biologically
unique to a person and can be stored electronically for
later use.
Identity theft is more prevalent and potentially damaging
than ever, posing a genuine threat to continued security
and profitability. Finger Vein Authentication is a quick,
non-invasive means of making sure people really are
who they claim to be, solving the problem of nonrepudiation. Finger vein authentication technology which
is quite a new comer is setting new standards for
safeguarding sensitive information.
Passwords are very cheap, but most implementations
offer little real security. Managing multiple passwords
for different systems is always a nightmare, requiring
users to maintain book of passwords and systems that are
inevitably written down because they can't remember
them. The summary solution talked about for decades
but rarely achieved in practice, is the idea of single signon. Biometric authentication has been widely regarded as
the most foolproof and the hardest to forge or spoof.
Since the early 1980s, systems of identification and
authentication based on physical characteristics have
been available to enterprise IT (Russell, 2005).
Firstly, the paper presents a proposed model that will
cover all four post of banking terminal in terms of
biometric security. This paper further shows how
unreliable finger print biometric can be, due to clone
case. The paper also shows how secured and reliable a
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finger vein biometric can be with a 0.01% False
Rejection Rate.
Finally, we designed and implemented an e-banking
application integrated with a Hitachi H1 FV scanner tied
to M2SYS sdk for brick and mortar customer
identification, authentication and verification for any
form of transaction (cash deposit or withdrawal). The
vein biometric security proved to be water tight secured
by granting access only to successfully verified persons.
Processing bio-data with result time was in split seconds.

are really not able to discern the validity of a certificate,
and may not even pay attention to it anyway, (Yu
Lasheng and Mukwende Placide, 2009).
Now, with the enhancement of Layer 3 on the existing
model with Finger Vein authentication data, the problem
of authentication and non-repudiation is solved making
e-banking very safe.

3. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL
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Fig. 1. Finger vein scanner device
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2. CHALLENGES OF EXISTING MODEL
Since the internet is based on protocols like secure
sockets layer and transport layer security for message
transmission, SSL/TLS protocol being used as the defacto Internet security standard provides authentication,
confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation of
messages transmitted over the Internet between the web
browser and the web server only. However, this protocol
operates below the Application layer in TCP/IP networks
and doesn‟t provide way to ensure whether a user is, in
fact, who he or she claims to be by asking for direct or
indirect proof of the knowledge about some sort of
secrecy or credential. It is a common mistake for some
users to believe that their online banking sessions are
perfectly safe when they use an SSL connection. The
following facts explain why Secure Sockets Layer
doesn‟t guarantee the safety and security of transaction
over the Internet.
SSL is designed as a secure tunnel from the end user
computer‟s browser to the server‟s web server of the
bank, doesn‟t protect the end points such as user‟s
computer. If a Trojan should exploit this security hole, it
will be a matter of minutes before the harm is done. In
addition to that, SSL is beyond providing end-user
authentication services.The security offered by SSL is
based on the use of digital certificates of financial
entities for web servers for which many internet users
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Fig. 3. 4-Post Terminal Finger-Vein Biometric e-Banking Model

The proposed system model named 4-post terminal
finger-vein biometric e-banking model was borne out
of the imagination that if electronic banking is to
succeed for the „good guys‟ then there should be an all
ever ready reliable and secured e-banking model that
will make business bad for the „bad guys‟.
If this system must work, then user must adhere to
implementation plan sternly.

3.1 How A Finger Vein Biometric Scanner Works
Finger vein recognition is a method of biometric
authentication that uses pattern-recognition techniques
based on images of human finger vein patterns beneath
the skin's surface. Finger vein recognition is one of many
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forms of biometrics used to identify individuals and
verify their identity. Finger Vein ID is a biometric
authentication system that matches the vascular pattern
in an individual's finger to previously obtained data.
Hitachi developed and patented a finger vein ID system
in 2005. To obtain the pattern for the database record,
an individual inserts a finger into a scanner terminal
containing a near-infrared LED (light- emitting diode)
light and a monochrome CCD (charge-coupled device)
camera. The hemoglobin in the blood absorbs nearinfrared LED light, which makes the vein system appear
as a dark pattern of lines. The camera records the image
and the raw data is digitized, certified and sent to a
database of registered images. For identity,
authentication or verification purposes, the finger is
scanned as before and the data is sent to the database of
registered images for comparison. The authentication
process takes less than a second. Blood vessel patterns
are unique to each individual, as are other biometric data
such as fingerprints or the patterns of the iris. Unlike
some biometric systems, blood vessel patterns are almost
impossible to counterfeit because they are located
beneath the skin's surface. Biometric systems based on
fingerprints can be fooled with a dummy finger fitted
with a copied fingerprint; voice and facial
characteristic-based systems can be fooled by recordings
and high-resolution images. The finger vein ID system is
much harder to fool because it can only authenticate the
finger of a living person.

Fig 3.1. Finger capture with a vein scanner

3.2 Explanation of Proposed Model
Our implementation was on brick and mortal where a
complete banking transaction occurs daily.
BRICK AND MORTAL TERMINAL
When a customer comes into the banking environment
to make deposit or withdrawal of cash, the customer
will fill a slip inside the banking hall and present to
cashier over the brick for attention. Now the cashier on
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the desktop computer workstation will input details of
customer for customers profile to pop up or appear on
screen. At this stage the cashier can do a facial and
signature recognition of presenting customer, as an
additional form of manual security. After this is has
been done with some level of satisfaction, the cashier
can request a CREDIT or DEBIT order on the
presenting customers banking profile, at this stage the
cashier and computer request‟s for the presenting
customer to attach finger to finger-vein scanner on
brick. The customer attach finger to FINGER-VEIN
SCANNER and after scanning is done, a comparison
or comparator test is carried out by the computer
between the present capture and stored vein image
from central database on customers profile data capture
to authenticate real owner of account, if this test passes
validation test (ACCEPTED) then the account is
credited or debited accordingly without hassles and the
cashier accepts cash for deposit or prepares customer
cash for disbursement to customer over brick and the
customer makes exit from Brick and Mortar hall.
However, if the computer flags a mismatch, the
CREDIT or DEBIT request made by cashier on
customers account is DENIED. This process of
identification and authentication will not be more than
30sec.
Note that, the finger biometric scanning request is
activated if and only if customer had chosen the option
of BIOMETRIC PROTECTION on customers profile
form during customer‟s data capture and subsequent
activation of account opening and running. Let it be
noted that the BIOMETRIC PROTECTION is only
optional for those that require added protection to
account for additional safety of funds security, unless
banking regulatory body makes it mandatory for every
account holder. The option of activation of a finger
vein biometric on customers banking profile is an
additional security measure to guard against
embarrassment from the bank or from the customer
this remains optional until the banking authorities
(CBN) should make it compulsory. In both way the
bank and customer is shielded from futuristic
accusation and counter accusation of internal fraud or
banking mal-practices if and only if BIOMETRIC
PROTECTION is encouraged and subsequently
activated on customers account.

4. SYTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We used the Argo Uml tool to design our flow chart
for Brick and Mortal, ATM terminal, PoS terminal and
On-line terminal, however we are carrying out our test
implementation on the „genesis terminal‟ i.e Brick and
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Mortal of banking which is the oldest terminal used in
banking world wide as can be seen below.
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Use Case System Design

Fig. 4. Brick and Mortal Terminal Use Case

Figure 4, represents how users of proposed system will
interact successfully via finger vein scanner for
authentication purpose which will increase processing
speed and shorter banking hour time.
Activity System Design
Activity design of proposed system actually shows
various activities that goes on during implementation of
proposed system and how effective the purpose of
implementing our finger vein detection system
will bring safety and reliability to e-banking.

Fig. 4.1. Brick and mortal terminal activity

Figure 4.1, represents how various activities are carried
from stage to stage with the finger vein biometric
security feature as most paramount on its activities.
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Sequence System Design
Sequence design of proposed system actually shows
various interactions and response from purpose system
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during implementation and how effective the purpose of
implementing our finger vein detection system will bring
safety and reliability to e-banking.

Fig. 4.2. Brick and mortal terminal sequence

Figure 4.2, represents how various sequence are played
during implementation of proposed system design and
clearly depicting response and counter response of the
system on fraudulent activities being detected by
proposed biometric finger vein scanner.

4.1 System Development
We developed a finger vein banking application to
simulate the Brick and Wall implementation design only.
The application “Electronic Banking Using Finger Vein
Biometric” was developed using Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010 IDE.

Fig. 4.1. Login Screen
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Our application was developed in tandem with the H1
FV Bio-Plugin SDK which was purchased separately for
this project, without which the vein id scanner would not
work as proposed due to integration standard between
the scanner hardware and the developed application. The
sdk comprises of a server where a 5 users test licence
was issued from the sdk producer M2SYS in the United
State of America and appended before sever can start
running and a client sdk with a purchased licence to
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enable client sdk communicate with sdk server. We
ensured all licence was installed as requested by the sdk
company so a performance test could be carried out to
ascertain communication flow between client and server
was possible as our e-banking application was developed
along test lines to ensure conformity to documentation of
sdk which is the middleware.

Fig. 4.2. Finger Vein Capture

HeidiSQL was used as the data front-end to capture
customer‟s database as well as finger-id capture and link
for accurate authentication and verification via the sdk
database end which encompasses the identification and
verification engine as well as stored encrypted finger

vein template. It is important to note that for a proper
capture, finger must be placed clearly on the scanner
device as adviced by the operator to ensure conformity
for a clear and accurate data capture.
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Fig. 4.3. Customer Database

Fig. 4.4, Finger Vein Encrypted Database

5. RESULT
It was clearly observed that identification and
verification took place in less than 1sec respectively,
without a rescan as is the case with finger print
biometric. We tried scanning finger with dirt and made
identification and verification during transaction and
there was no hitch. It didn‟t notice any dirt on our hands
because it deals with the blood vein and not the skin.
We tried wearing surgical gloves over finger to see if it
may cause any error, to our surprise it scaled through in

identification and verification because infrared light
passes through it easily and stops at the blood vein
image. We also tried faking finger by wearing some
polythene like material dark and transparent respectively
over finger before scan, shockingly the scanner detected
and rejected any scan by sounding a warning alarm with
a blinking yellow light. We repeated same for other
sample customers and the result was promising. This is a
proof that it will only scan blood vessel only making it
indeed a live biometric technology that can be 99.99%
relied upon. This was an excellent and amazing test
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confirmation. All electronic transaction in our developed
application was tied to the secured vein sdk biometric

engine giving a 99.99% security to customer‟s cash.

Fig. 5.0. Customer Account Creation

Fig. 5.1. Customer Finger Vein Capture
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Fig. 5.2. A Successful Transaction Via Vein Verification

Fig. 5.3. A Failed Transaction Via Vein Verification

6. DISCUSSION
Our work has proved beyond reasonable doubt that the
issue of security in electronic banking has been
handled successfully. This amazing improvement can
open new doors in the e-banking environments that
hitherto has been restricted from entrance, due to high

and unforeseen level of cyber crime. The era of
customers loosing hard earned financial resources to
cyber crime has been eliminated if and only if this
work can be implemented as designed. However the
cost for this work was quite expensive. Deployment of
this work will cost quite a huge sum, but all for true
safety. We surely hope as deployment is generally
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accepted globally cost will crash gradually making this
reliable electronic banking model acceptable in the
nearest future.

7. CONCLUSION
Finger veins have been demonstrated to be the most
distinguishing feature of any person so it gives the
highest level of security. Since electronic banking
platforms are ever evolving, our result proofs that ebanking model can be upgraded to proposed mode in this
work. The security achieved with finger vein
authentication in this work is as reliable up to 99.99%
since it‟s FFR is 0.01% making most reliable amongst its
pair.
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